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Remove the bubble gum wrapping from the Flaming Lips, add the social conviction of Pink Floyd's Final

Cut, and spice the journey with some Elfman a-la Edward Scissorhands, and you've got the key

ingredients to Barak Moffitt's Consumers All 14 MP3 Songs ROCK: Psychedelic, JAZZ: Acid Jazz Details:

Infinite Monopoly Records releases CONSUMERS ALL: "a genre-bending album that is well worth taking

a close listen to, that is if you like jazz, classical, classic rock, dreampop, blues, adbusters, whatever you

get my point, it covers a lot of ground." -Radiovista.ca "To put it simply, it is a work of art, and should fit in

your CD case somewhere between your most avant-garde jazz and your Pink Floyd." "More cinematic a

la Fellini's City of Women than background music , the instrumentals are as complex and rich as Phillip

Glass, but with the drive of funk." "If you enjoy music that is cutting edge, experimental, and . . . profound,

consume this one. " "A great discovery...busy, clever, thick and ever-changing . . . Squarepusher meets

Tesch with a dose of Capitol K and lots of classical/strings to give it a soundtrackish vibe. Some of it is

very liquid, creepy and mysterious. Beautifully flowing and captivating, all in all." See customer reviews

below . . . For more information on Infinite Monopoly Records and Barak Moffitt, please visit imr1001.com.

IMR is an independent, privately funded record label whose aim is to produce and distribute valuable

musical contributions, promote progressive, truthful ideals, and attempt to touch people's lives with the

unique understanding that only good music can provide--without questionable funding from corporate or

advertiser interests whose only aim is to generate revenue. All money and ideas that fund IMR releases

and IMR1001 studios come from hard work in other industries, and generous contributions of mind and

time from very valuable friends and family.
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